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Abstract
Growth of a radially symmetrical ripple, superimposed on a Gaussian laser beam in collisional

magnetoplasma is investigated. The effect of the magnetic field and the intensity of the laser on the

growth of ripple is presented. Furthermore, the effect of the growing ripple on the excitation of an

electron plasma wave has also been studied. The combined effect of increased intensity and magnetic

field is observed to suppress the growth of ripple as well as the excitation of the plasma wave.
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1. lntroduction
The nonlinear interactions of intense laser beams

have assumed importance on account of their relevance

to controlled thermonuclear fusion []. In inertial
confinement fusion (ICF), the important problem is the

efficient coupling of the laser beam to plasma. This
coupling is usually nonlinear in nature and parametric

processes which are excited, do not occur in isolation

[2]. In order to understand the physics of the laser fusion

experiments, it is important to investigate the

interdependance of these processes. Some processes are

modelled by considering the ripple model [3]. The

nonlinearity considered here is of collisional type, which

ensues from temperature dependent collision frequency.

2. Nonlinear Dielectric Tensor
Consider the propagation of a laser beam of angular

frequency ro6 in a homogeneous magnetoplasma along

the static magnetic field Bs coincident with z-axis. The

main beam has a Gaussian intensity distribution along

the wavefront . In linear approximation, one can assume

laser to be propagating in either of the two modes of

propagation, viz. ordinary and extraordinary. In the

presence of Gaussian ripple [3], the total electric vector

can be written as

E,t= Eotexp [t(alot - kotz))

+E* exp [L(aot - korz)1. (1)

Here E6+ and E11 are the electric vectors of the main

beam and the ripple and their initial intensity
distributions are given as

Eo,'Eor= n& "*pf4),ro

Er'' Eir= nirt!;2'exP( - 4r., ro rio

where n is a positive number and 116 is the width of the

ripple. As n increases, the maximum rru* = rro{n of the

ripple shifts away from the axis. In the presence of
rippled beam, the modified electron concentration may

be written as
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where symbols have their usual meanings [4].

3. Solution of the Wave Equation
The total electric vector E 1+ in WKB

approximation satisfies the wave equation

azErt +llt r * to. \i a' , a' I
ar, - t\''t;)\ar,- ar,l

E,r*4 rtn,r=0. (3)
c-

Therefore, the electric vectors of the main beam

Eo1 and the ripple E1s satisfy the following equations:

d'Eo, . t /, . eo, \/ a, a, \-
ar, * t I ' 

*E* /\ a*,* aru )o"
(DAI I*# 

[r.r 
+@*(Eo*.E..) lE..=0. (4)
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For the sake of simplicity only one mode has been

chosen, although analysis is valid for the other mode as

well. Following Akhmanov et al. [5] and Singh et al.

[3], the equations (4) and (5) are solved using paraxial

ray approximation (PRA) and the dimensionless beam

width parameters of main beam /6* and ripple /r are

governed by the following equations:

. n ,10fin,
exp(_; _ _ ,,z 2ri, fi

4 =exp(- '?'"f'r" ,,
16 Io

where a = Y oo The initial conditions on /s* and

f1, for a plane-wavefront, are ? = O = 9! and/r* =
1.0 ="fr at z - 0. The expression for the growth rate of
ripple can be written as

. 1 a? , a'z, aA'z"
k, = 

t 4 _, ___r ____y' sin (2 do )' 2 c2 ko al (-fi1'

ft
I t a.Es*.En+ I I| *- * 

-r. 

(8)
l2+o"-'",. 0-7,:)' L l'l| ('-*sI lz+i'*='*,| |L t ('-nill

It is interesting to note that if the main beam has a
uniform intensity distribution along the wavefront (16 -+
* and /o* = 1) and o" = 0, then the growth rate is
comparable to the growth rate of the filamentation
instability.

(5)

a'fi._ (r+f.#)'
dzz 4k2o,r[ fi,

(t*#) " ol?aE*--- a6zeo+rt./i,(t -&)'

dE:o['
l, -- "ta

l- 
t'-ai,r

(6)
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order approximation.

# ulnY2 n'+ ro3!!: n'=o'

4. Excitation of Electron Plasma Wave
A weak electron plasma wave (EPW) is nonlinearly

coupled to rippled laser beam via modified background
density. Thus, self-focusing of main beam and dynamics

of growth of ripple affect the excitation of plasma wave

substantially. The excitation process is governed by the

following equations:

aN" ^ av-j+V.(N-V)=0,m'^'dt dt

=-eE, -evIB -!on, (9)'cN"
supplemented by Poissons equation, V.E' =
4tren'. Here Y is the electron drift velocity, N" is the

total electron density, B is the external magnetic field,
E, is the total electric field in the plasma. E' is the

longitudnal part of the electric field and n' are the

corresponding density perturbations. In perturbation

analysis we can write

N"=No"*k', V=Vo +V', Er=B1B', (10)

where n' << No", ,' aa ,o, E' << E. Using these

approximations and following [6], we obtain the

following equation for the excitation of EPW in first

5. Discussion
It is due to coupling of ripple with main beam

equations (6) and (7), the ripple is expected to grow/
decay in the plasma. The growth rate of the ripple ft;,
given by eq.(8), depends on externally applied magnetic

field, pump and plasma parameters and on the distance

of propagation. Analytical solution of equations (6), (7)

and (12) is not possible. We, therefore, seek numerical

solution of these equations for the following set of
parameters: (roar/c)2 =20.O, arla)s= 0.5, ale = 1.778x
l0ra radls, n = 2.0, 2Qp = 7t12, r2rolrl = 0.3, rrcla, = 0.J,

uE'*=5.0, a"/ao=0.2.
In laser fusion experiments, beams with

nonuniform intensity such as considered here, have an

index of refraction dependent on local field intensity and

can produce its own dielectric waveguide. Small scale

intensity spike/ripple on such a beam can grow unstably

by the same self-focusing mechanism and its growth
rate is comparable to filamentation intensity [7]. The

ripple, which is coupled to the main beam, grows at the

cost of the main beam and results in filamentary break.

Its dynamics with the distance of propagation is crucial

to physical insight of underdense plasma and is one of
the key issues of laser induced fusion. The growth

dynamics has deleterious effect as it affects the

absorption process as well as spoils the symmetry of
implosion due to hydrodynamics instabilities.
Furthermore, as magnetic fields, external or self-
generated, are usually present in laser plasma

experiments, this necessitates the investigation of
observing the effect of magnetic field on the intensity
dynamics of ripple. Figure I and Fig. 2 display the

variation of the normalized axial intensity of the laser

ripple against dimensionless distance of propagation (
(= zc /ra,orzto) for different values of magnetic fields and

intensities. It is observed that effect of increasing
magnetic field and intensity is to suppress the growth of
ripple fti. Such a case is favourable to the laser fusion.

Excitation of EPW, used in laser heating
expriments is governed by eq.(11), where the last term

represents the coupling of EPW to the modified
background. Figure 3 and Fig. 4 depict the variation of
the plasma density perturbation associated with EPW vs.

{. It is observed that the effect of increase of magnetic

field and intensity is again to suppress the density
perturbation. This is due to the fact that transport of
carriers density contributing to EPW is inhibited by the

magnetic field. Thus, we conclude that although the

effect of increased intensity of the laser beam and

magnetic field is useful in suppressing the growth of

(1 1)

where ufu = yksT"lm. Equation (ll) is electron plasma

wave coupled to main laser beam and ripple through

modified background density Ns.. Thus, in case pump

and ripple change the background density due to
focusing/defocusing, the characterstics of EPW are cor-

respondingly modified. Equation (11) is solved
following Sodha et al. l7l and the dimensionless beam

width parameter f, for EPW is governed by the

following equation:
.2^o Ip I a'p

dz' t'"t fl k'r?n

-?,;f e * , o, 
.. E,' Ei\2
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Fig. 1 Normalized axial intensity of the ripple plotted
against the normalized distance of propagation (
l= zclaortrol in a collisional magnetoplasma for
the following set of parameters: (Iqlre l'z = 20.0,

H= or5, coo = 1.778 x 101a radls, i = 2.o,2no
= 1,2= 0.3,* = 0.7, aESo = 5.0,ff = 0.2. rhe
solid'ocurve i5 for zero f ield. dotted and
semidotted for -1! = 0.4 and .og = 0.6.

E

Fig. 2 Normalized axial intensity of the ripple plotted
against the normalized distance of propagation (
(= zclohrlol in a collisional magnetoplasma for
the same parameters as mentioned in Fig. caption
1. The solid curve is for aEzoo = 4.0 and dotted
curve is for aEfro = 5.9.

ripple, but it also suppresses the excitation of the plamsa

wave. This counteracts the heating scheme, in which the

excited EPW dumps its energy to plasma due to wave-

particle interaction.
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Fig. 4 Plasma density perturbation associated with the
excited electron plasma wave vs the normalized
distance of propagation { in the collisional
magnetoplasma for the parameters mentioned in
Fig. caption 1. The solid curve is lor aElo = 4.0 and
dotted curve is for aESo = 5.0.
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